
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Landlocked African

nation
5 Open-mouthed

10 Madonna hit, “__
Don’t Preach”

14 Champing at the bit
15 Ear parts
16 Treats by chilling
17 Running behind
18 Oklahoma oil town
19 Sr. org.
20 Start of a quote by

Virgil Thompson
23 Old Mercury model
24 “Trees” and

“Birches,” e.g.
27 Access
28 Neutral shade
32 Farrow of “Blind

Terror”
33 Lent a hand
35 Press coverage
36 Damson
39 Part 2 of quote
40 Cab
41 Harsh criticism
42 German guidebook
44 “A Chorus Line”

number
45 U.S. vs. Eur. golf

cup
46 Bases of vertebrae
50 Juicy tropical fruit
52 Perfumed packet
53 End of quote
58 Came down
60 Ticked off
61 Perry and Della’s

creator

62 “Leading with My
Chin” comic

63 Quotable catcher

64 Hand-holders?
65 Speak with one’s

hands
66 Deceitful

person
67 Part of CBS

DOWN
1 Sadistic attitude
2 King Arthur’s

paradise
3 High-tailed it
4 Symbol
5 Sacrificial

platform
6 Big toe inflammation
7 With competence
8 Mexican money
9 Genesis twin

10 Softly, in music
11 World of scholars
12 For every
13 Small Egyptian

cobra
21 Kyser and Medford
22 Copied
25 Flirtatious young

girl

26 Pen name of H.H.
Munro

28 Played out
29 Words to an

audience
30 Pronounce
31 Take a look
34 Influence
36 Graduation

ball
37 Turner of films
38 Inversion
40 Windpipes
42 Crest
43 Morales of

“N.Y.P.D. Blue”
47 Strong red shade
48 Dominions
49 Motionless
51 Boarded
52 T-bone or strip
54 Penpoints
55 St. Paul’s architect
56 Tortoise’s

competition
57 Blade brand
58 Sharpton and Gore
59 Hawaiian wreath
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Favorable swing

Alpha blockers, blood pressure effect
Dear Dr. Roach: I am an

85-year-old male and am hav-
ing trouble with frequent
trips to the bathroom and a
weak stream.

I was prescribed 0.4 mg
of tamsulosin daily, which
worked very well. However,
my blood pressure dropped
significantly, with the systolic
measurement in the 90s and
sometimes in the 80s.

Standing was always accom-
panied by lightheadedness. I
stopped taking the tamsulosin
and my BP went back to its
normal systolic measurement
of 120-130.

Is there another drug that
would help me without lower-
ing my BP? At my age, I want
to avoid surgery if at all pos-
sible. — D.W.R.

Tamsulosin (Flomax) is in
the class of medications called
alpha blockers, which origi-
nally were used to treat high
blood pressure. The earliest
drugs in this class had much

more blood pressure effect
than tamsulosin, but I still
do see some men who have a
significant drop in their blood
pressure.

This can cause lighthead-
edness, especially on stand-
ing, and I have had several
men fall on their way to the
bathroom (I recommend sit-
ting up for a minute or so
before standing).

Yours is a much larger drop
than I usually see, so I think
tamsulosin probably isn’t a
good choice for you, nor would
be any of the alpha blockers.

Although they are slow to
take effect, the dihydrotestos-
terone blockers dutasteride
and finasteride do not usually
have the blood-pressure-drop-
ping effect.

Another choice is saw pal-
metto, which is an over-the-
counter supplement that may

have benefits similar to these
medicines without so many
side effects (the studies are
conflicting). But ask your doc-
tor.

Dear Dr. Roach: My wife
has what she calls familial
tremors in her left hand.
When she brings two cups of
coffee or any hot liquid to the
table, it seems like a danger-
ous situation. Fortunately, I
can handle the coffee part.
She has a friend with the same
problem.

The friend’s doctor has pre-
scribed a drug called propran-
olol, which seems to control
the tremors. My wife’s doctor
will not prescribe the drug
for her. I’m not sure if there
are side effects, especially as
concerns high blood pressure,
which my wife has. Can you
enlighten us on this medical
problem? — A.H.

Familial tremor is common,
and it ranges from annoying

to life-changing; people with
severe disease may be unable
to perform important daily
functions, including eating.
There are many treatments
for familial tremor, and there
are some people for whom
there are no effective treat-
ments.

However, propranolol is fre-
quently tried, because it is
effective for many and it has
relatively few side effects at
low doses. Propranolol nor-
mally is used for high blood
pressure, so it seems to me to
be worth trying for your wife,
who has high blood pressure. I
don’t understand her doctor’s
reluctance.

Perhaps her doctor is con-
cerned the blood pressure will
get too low, but any other med-
ication she is taking could be
lowered or removed.

It also might be that her doc-
tor isn’t familiar with familial
tremor, in which case referral
to a specialist, such as a neu-
rologist, might be useful.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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